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EU Cohesion Funds

▶ Convergence has been a political priority of the EU for decades

▶ Substantial funds have been channeled to regions with income

per capita below 75% of the EU average
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EU Cohesion Funds

EU Cohesion Policy 2007-2013

Objective, 2007-2013 Share Total

1- Convergence 81.7% 251.33

2 - Regional competitiveness and employment 15.8% 48.79

3 - European territorial cooperation 2.50% 7.5

Total 307.6

Share in the total EU budget 35.7%

Note: Thousands of millions EUR
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Literature Review

The results of EU cohesion policy are hard to assess.

▶ The empirical evidence suggests that, on average, transfers appear to

have been effective in promoting growth and lowering regional disparities

(Becker et al. 2010; Pellegrini et al. 2013; Giua 2017).

▶ The effects vary depending on local conditions (Becker et al. 2013) and

cohesion transfers may suffer from decreasing returns (Becker et al. 2012; Cerqua

and Pellegrini 2018) or have only temporary effects (Barone et al. 2016; Di Cataldo 2017;

Becker et al. 2018).

▶ GDP per capita across EU-15 metro regions has been diverging since the

mid-2000s (Ehrlich and Overman 2020).
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Identification strategy

▶ Natural experiment exploiting a spatial discontinuity in access to EU

funds that increased eligibility for firms in treated municipalities
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Identification strategy
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The quasi-natural experiment

▶ “Donut-hole”or “buffer-zone”approach: 33 municipalities treated, 14

neighbors, and 104 comparison
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Research Questions

▶ What were the impacts of increased eligibility on firm

performance?

▶ Were there spillover effects from treated to neighbor

areas?
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Data

▶ We exploit a longitudinal administrative linked employer-employee

dataset, Quadros de Pessoal, which covers virtually all firms with at least

one wage earner in mainland Portugal

▶ We retrieved information both at the worker level – including earnings

and education, and firm level – sales, number of employees, sector of

economic activity, location, and legal structure

▶ We complement our analysis with municipal-level administrative data

obtained from Statistics Portugal, the government agency for Energy and

Geology (DGEG), and the Directorate general of local government

(DGAL)

▶ We use data from 2003 to 2010 - in total, we observe around 40 000

firms in the 33 treated municipalities
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Methodology

We exploit this natural experiment using a difference-in-differences event study

design:

Yimt = αi + αm + λt +
2006∑

k=2003

γkTreatedm +
2010∑

j=2007

γjTreatedm + ϵimt

▶ Dependent variables (winsorized at 1% level):

▶ Sales (measured in ihs)

▶ Employment (measured in ihs)

▶ Employment with bachelor degree (measured in ihs)

▶ Labour Productivity

▶ Average Wages

▶ Standard errors are clustered at the NUTS III level
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Descriptive statistics

Is the control group similar to the treated group?
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Descriptive statistics

Is the control group similar to the treated group? Balance tests

▶ No significant differences between treated and control group in the year

before treatment
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Results - Was there an impact on firm performance?

▶ Yes! Significant increase in sales and average wages

▶ Estimate an increase of 7.4% in sales, and 11€ on average

monthly wages (1.6%)
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Event studies - Sales
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Event studies - Labor Productivity
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Event studies - Employment
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Event studies - Wages
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Results - Are there differences across sectors?

▶ Yes! Effect on sales is driven entirely by the less competitive

Non-Tradable sector
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Results - Are there effects on firm dynamics?

▶ No! We estimate no changes in the total number of firms
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Were there spillover effects?

▶ Place-based policies, such as the EU Structural and Cohesion funds, can

deliver effects that go beyond those found in the targeted area (Glaeser and

Gottlieb, 2009).

▶ In theory, spillover effects can have either positive or negative effects:

▶ If policies are successful at creating new establishments and jobs

that would not have emerged in the absence of incentives, there

may be a positive effect on surrounding areas through the forces of

agglomeration and local multipliers (Moretti, 2010).

▶ The effects on the neighboring areas may also be negative if

spatially targeted policies have business-stealing effects (Hanson and

Rohlin 2013; Andini and Blasio 2014; Einiö and Overman 2020).
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Results: Were there spillover effects?
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Discussion

▶ As expected, we see an increase in EU transfers to firms

▶ No effect on other possible confounding factors

▶ Increase in electricity consumption for domestic purposes only
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Robustness Checks

▶ Alternative transformation: using ln(y)

▶ In time: Drop crisis period (2009 and 2010)

▶ In space: Include North Nuts 2 municipalities (86)

▶ Comparison group using a (pre-treatment) Coarsened Exact Matching

resembling the Treated firms more closely in terms of pre-treatment

observable characteristics

▶ In space: Drop Top 5/10 closer municipalities to Lisbon

▶ Alternative cluster of standard errors at the municipal level
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Robustness - Employing a logarithmic transformation
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Robustness - Including the North Region in control group
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Robustness - Coarsened exact matching
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Robustness - Excluding municipalities closer to Lisbon
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Robustness - Winsorize at the 95% level
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Concluding Remarks

▶ Our paper exploits a unique natural experiment where increased access to

EU regional funds was administratively attributed to some municipalities

by artificially splitting a “non-convergence” region.

▶ Was there an impact of increased eligibility on firm performance?

▶ Yes! Increase in sales and average wages

▶ No effect on employment

▶ Effect on sales driven by the Non-tradable sector
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Thank you!

jose.gabriel@novasbe.pt



Descriptive evidence: Sales and Labor Productivity



Descriptive evidence: Employment and Average Wages
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